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more quickly than the other. The one who is grounded on
a positive relationship to the parents will find little or no
difficulty in adjusting to the partner; the other, on the
contrary, may be hindered by a deep-lying unconscious tie
to the parents. The latter, therefore, will achieve a complete
adaptation only later, and this adaptation, because won
with greater difficulty, will perhaps be held longer intact.
The difference in tempo on the one hand, and in the degree
of development of the personality on the other, are the chief
reasons which cause a typical difficulty to appear at a critical
moment. In speaking of the degree of development of the
personality, I do not necessarily mean an especially rich or
great nature. Such a supposition would not meet the facts
at all. I mean rather a certain complexity of the mind
comparable to a stone with many facets in contrast to a
simple cube. There are many-sided, usually problematical
natures bearing hereditary psychical traits that may be more
or less difficult to fuse together, and adaptation to such
natures, or their adaptation to simpler personalities is always
difficult. These people, having a certain predisposition to
dissociation, also reveal the capacity to split off unassimilable
traits for a considerable length of time, thereby presenting
themselves as apparently simple in character. Or again, their
' manysidedness', their facility for quick changes of
character often gives them an especial charm. The other
partner of simpler character may easily lose himself in such
a labyrinthine na£tf?£, that is to say, he finds in it such
abundant possibilities of experience that his personal interest
becomes fully taken up, perhaps not always in an agreeable,
way, since he becomes preoccupied in tracking the other
through every possible highway and byway. The more
complicated personality often presents such an horizon of
possibilities that the simpler personality is surrounded, even
caught up in them; • thus he becpmes absorbed in his more
complex partner and does not see beyond. It is almost a
regular occurrence for a woman to be wholly contained

